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holy wood is a family company that develops games based on myths and legends. set
in the afterlife, with full 3d graphics, the game follows the story of a group of immortal

heroes and their quest to discover the truth of the nature of existence. holy wood
studios specializes in games with a sense of humor, with a fair amount of action, and

with lots of goodies. we are a small studio based in the heart of a small city [read
more..] about holy wood studios: grim tales where do we begin? in a world of legend,

and where there are no old wives tales, this is the place to begin. youll be challenged on
a strange journey, as you try to discover what happened to your beloved sister in a city
that defies all logic. its a place where legends are true and where the monsters live in

the belly of the city! the adventure is about to begin, and there is no turning back! [read
more..] about grim tales: the legend you can also use guns, explosives, melee weapons
and more. you can also explore the huge city of atlas, with its 40+ areas and hundreds

of characters and monsters. more than a dozen of hours of gameplay, 100 unique
items, 4 weapons, 8 armor, 4 crafting items, and 4 crafting recipes. control your
character in this open-ended online sandbox game. in this world you can explore

hundreds of biomes and reach different zones. the world is filled with different types of
npcs like merchants and thieves. you can get any kind of weapon or armor you need
and can hire an army of mercenaries. the game starts off in the frozen remains of a

ruined [read more..] about secret city 2 the sunken kingdom collector edition
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welcome to a new world of
fantasy and adventure.

step into the shoes of the
young knight of the

kingdom of conkers. set
off on a quest to return a

sword to its rightful owner.
after a long and
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dangerous journey, youll
encounter a host of

magical creatures and
puzzles. with a great

adventure at your hands,
youll be able to master the
art of sword fighting and
make [read more..] about

conkers quest 3: the
sword of power collectors

edition domini games
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introduces their latest
addition to the labyrinths
of the world series! when
the worlds of the fairies
are plagued by the dark
forces of the underworld,
it is up to the hero of the
realm to travel to the far-
away realms and destroy
them! your journey will

take you to many strange
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places, including a realm
full of dangerous creatures
and magical plants. theres

[read more..] about
labyrinths of the world 10

realm of the kings
collectors edition for ages,

the fairies of the world
have lived in harmony

with their human
neighbors. but this golden
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era is soon to come to an
end, when the humans are

invaded by dark evil
forces. queen flora, the

fairies ruler, and her
beautiful daughters use

their best warriors to repel
the attack. but the fate of
the fairies world hangs in
the balance, and the time

is running out for [read
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more..] about labyrinths of
the world 6 the fairies

world collectors edition
welcome to a new world of
fantasy and adventure! as

a young alchemist, you
must build a weapon to

defeat a monstrous foe. in
this latest installment to

the alchemy quest series,
you will encounter many
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magical places and
creatures. explore many
colorful worlds and solve
the many mysteries you

may encounter. but
remember, there is much

more to [read more..]
about alchemy quest 2:

the creature of evil
collectors edition
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